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 My name is Stanislav Vlček, Bratislava, 
Slovakia

- Manager of the project Chess in Schools 
Slovakia (Slovak Chess Federation)

- Chairman of the Youth Chess players 
Commission of Bratislava Chess Union

- Chess kids trainer in the club ŠK Doprastav 
Bratislava

- Organizer of youth chess tournaments, 
chess teachers seminars and other chess 
events



Primary School Veľká Ida parner of the 
Erasmus+ programme of European Union

Vladimír Strýčko is a teacher at the Primary 
school Veľká Ida.



Veľká Ida



History

Four years ago I learnt from website of the 
Slovak Chess Federation about possibility to 
teach a subject Mathematical – Didactical 
Games (MDGs)



History cont.1
After discussion with

Headmaster of the Primary
school we decided to teach
the subject from the 1st year
level. 

We borrowed 12 
demonstrational chessboards
from the Slovak Chess
Federation.



History – cont. 2

 In school year 2015/2016  I began to teach 
MDG in 4 classes of the 1st. year level.

Begins were difficult because about 50% of 
80 pupils belonged to socialy discriminated 
environment (roma minority).



History – cont. 3
Often there were problems in 

communication because the Slovak 
language is not their native language



History – cont. 4

I started to teach subject 
by describing of 
chessboard (basic terms 
as line, file, diagonal).

Next, we had learnt chess 
pieces and possibilities of 
their moving.



Moves of pieces

Moves of pieces is a topic for 3 
months (12 teaching hours).

Then follows the getting known of 
game goals, terms as win, loss, 
draw, chess, mate, pat.



Mate, stalemate and others

A favorite game among children
is checkmate, stalemate (Pat a 
Mat) and others, where chidren
work with positions and write
into their notes, which one of
the assigned situations has 
become.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dhS416rn2H4



Development of mathematical thinking

One of the most important topics is 
development of mathematical thinking.

At first, children learn values of chess 
pieces and then solve various mathematical 
tasks.



Value of pieces

 I put pieces of white and black colour on the 
chessboard. The task for children is to compare 
value of white and black pieces. 

 They say who has higher and who has lesser value 
and how more. 

 For this topic there are devised more types of 
tasks in order not to be boring. 



Chess notation

 Next topic is a chess notation. First, children 
locate individual pieces following my dictate. 

 Later I dictate moves by some chess game from 
the initial position.

 Or, oposite. I move pieces on the demonstrational 
chessboard and they write executed moves  into 
their notebooks. 



Castling

 It is important for children to 
learn about short and long 
castling.

 Its importance and when the 
castling is not allowed.



Defence against chess and mate

 First year ends by 
learning defence against 
chess and mate. 



Start fo second year
 The second year of teaching chess 

starts with repetition of the 
attained knowledge from the first 
year. 

 During the all school year I start 
lessons repetitively with memory 
tests. 

 I put randomly several white and 
black pieces on the 
demonstrational chessboard. 
Children do not carry out any 
activities during this time period.



Memory tests

 Then I give several seconds 
children to memorise the 
position. 

 Consequently, children put 
pieces on the chessboard by 
memory, how they kept in 
mind the position. 



Double attack

 Children learn the concept 
„double attack“ 

 They search all the possibilities 
on the chessboard for their 
piece, for example knight. 

 The next task is to get knight on 
certain patch using the least 
number of moves (for instance 
from A1 to H8)



More demanding tasks

 We continue with more complex 
mathematical tasks because children 
solved first year mathematical tasks in 
the range by 20 and in the second year 
they learn to count already by 100. 

 In second year I solve already one and 
double-move checkmates with written 
recording of moves. 



A pawn and king against king

 In third year we start learning 
how to play a pawn with king 
against king. 

 The goal is to reach the change 
of pawn to the queen. 

 We train the defence of king 
against the pawn and king.

 The goal is to keep the draw.  



Next tasks

 I assign following types of 
tasks for children: 

 Locate king, queen, two rooks, 
two bishops and two knights to 
threaten the least number of 
fields on the chessboard. 



To get more concentration

 On some exercises I vary activities of 
children by playing also other didactic 
games (e.g. overjumping) 

 In the third year pupils can play 
normal chess games to each other. 

 By third year the subject 
Mathematical-didactic games  ends.



Chess teaching out of school

 I attend to chess also out of 
school, in little communities.

 The little community count 
lesser number of children.         
(5 – 6)



Future ?
 Bright... we believe.

 The 5th of December Chess School of Anatoly Karpov 
was set. 

 Presented were Anatoly Karpov, the 12th World 
Champion, Andrej Danko, the chairman of the Slovak 
national Council, Olga Nachtmannová, the state 
secretary of the Ministry of education and sport SR.

 Governemt financial support in value of 0,5 million 
Eur was promised to support of EYCC 2019, which 
will be held in Bratislava in august and also for 
school chess equipment.  



Christmas tournament of the 
Chairman of National council 
2018 with the honorary guest 
Anatoly Karpov



Thank you for your attention!
Great thank to CSC for motivation of us to do 

impossible things.

“Nothing is impossible, the word itself says 
'I'm possible'! “


